2016 BEAST OF THE EAST 3 - Front Brake

Information
A number of 2016 Beast of the East 3 model bicycles have been assembled with an incorrect brake adapter. Only the ‘3’ model is affected, not the ‘1’ or ‘2’ models.

Affected Bikes:
The following 2016 Beast of the East 3 models SKUs are affected under this bulletin:

- C27306M7001
- C27306M7002
- C27306M7003
- C27306M7004

Affected bikes were produced before November 1, 2015. Bike produced after November 1, 2015 are not affected by this service bulletin.

Action to Take:
Remove the incorrect brake adapter and the longer bolts.

Reinstall the brake on the fork without the adapter. Use the shorter brake 19mm mm bolts included in the bicycle parts box (Shimano #Y8DS98010). Tighten the brake bolts to **6-8 N-m** using a torque wrench.

The removed longer bolts and the incorrect front adapter may be discarded; these parts are not needed on the affected models.

**THIS ACTION MUST BE PERFORMED BEFORE THE BICYCLE IS RIDDEN OR SOLD.**

If you have any questions about this Service Bulletin, please call our Technical Service Reps at **1-800-BIKEUSA**

---

**WARNING**
Information intended for use only by Authorized Cannondale Dealers. Special tools and skills are needed. Bike Owners must not perform the work described. Serious injury or damage can result.